Abstract
Introduction
A seller has an kilogram stone which he wants to break into the minimum possible number of weights using which on a two-pan balance he can sell in whole kilograms up to kilogram(s) of goods in one weighing. As in tradition, he can place weights on both the pans but goods on only one pan. We call such a partition a 'feasible' partition. Our intension is to find out the number of all feasible partitions of .
Suppose the minimum possible weights are and
. If we also suppose [ ], from the description of the problem it can be stated that must make all the positive integers from 1 to . Then we will find out ( ), the number of all such partitions of the ordered integral set of weights for every positive integer .
To that end we at first define some terms used in the discussion. Then we prove a number of theorems which ultimately lead to our main finding, the recursive functions for ( ) in two spans. O'Shea [1] introduced the concept of M-partitions by partitioning a weight into as few parts as possible so as to be able to weigh any integral weight less than weighed on a one scale pan. He maintained the subpartition property of MacMahon's [2] perfect partitions but dropped the uniqueness property and also added a new property; the minimality of number of parts in the partitions. We examine the partitioning situation for a two-pan balance maintaining his minimality of parts.
Definitions
A feasible set/partition of is an ordered partition of minimum possible parts made from such that all integral values from 1 to can be weighed in one weighing using the parts on a traditional two-pan balance.
. From this, it is clear that , and
. We assume .
( ) is the number of all feasible partitions of . We assume ( ) . 
Theorems of Feasibility

Proof.
The smallest feasible
Putting in Corollary 5 of Theorem 2 we get, As , the smallest feasible is ⌈ ⌉ for all .
For example, for , the smallest feasible ⌈ ⌉ and for , the smallest feasible ⌈ ⌉ .
The largest feasible
With a little modification of Theorem 3, it is clear that for any the -part partition ⌊ ⌋ ⌈ ⌉ would ensure the highest possible given the condition that ⌊ ⌋ .
Based on whether ⌊ ⌋ or not, we can split the range found in Theorem 4 into two mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive spans: a) and b) . So, we have found the range of for the two segments as described in the statement of this theorem.
The Main Result: The Recursive Functions for ( )
Proof. In order to determine the number of feasible partitions of we will derive two different recursive functions for the two spans from Theorem 5.
a) Determining ( ) for the range
To count the total number of feasible partitions of , we have to count all feasible partitions of all possible to be broken from because adding an additional last part to these part feasible partitions of will turn them into part feasible partitions of ; the condition is that no possible to be made from each of these values exceeds the corresponding .
From Theorem 5 we know, for the range of is ⌈ ⌉ ⌊ ⌋ and ⌈ ⌉. So, the formula at first seems to be Or, for each of these problematic .
Finally the formula stands, 
